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to mean that in Siriplicius' mind, .thoueh Empedoc1es speaks of the world
as spherical, he would not have used the neuter if its name were Sphere.

Elsewhere Simrlicius speaks of "the sphere" in a way that scarcely

seems to justify modern editors in capitalizing it,

and there is nothing

about the god Sphere in the doxographical reports about Empedocles'

theology.

Even if there were

a

eod Sphere,

gott, existing only for a while at a time,
the cyclic cosmic processo

he would be an Aur;enblicks

at one;1 or two, staces in

It seems misleading, therefore, to speak

of him as in some way different from other r,ods, or occupying a.special
transcendent positionol8
Any interpretation of his cosmic periods must take account�

would seem,

it

of the fact that for Empedocles the effects of Love are

desirable,, those of Strife noxious.

equality in prerogatives of the two�

Professor Vlastos emphasizes the

and concludes that by the "equali

tarian justice" which Empedocles conceives as prevailing in the cosmos,

"were not Harmony matched to its perfect equal in Strife, there would
be no created world, only the nondescript mixture of the Sphairosol9
This would require us to see the complete prevalence of either one as
an

unfortunate though luckily temporary episode in cosmic history.

The reign of Love would be as much an

axooµ1 a

as that of Strifee

It

is of course true that they are "equal" in force and in rights, sealed

by broad oathso

And Empedocles accepts the world as such a world;

but this is acceptance of the ,ineluctable necessities of life.

It is

this affirmation of a heroic and tragic and characteristically Greek

view which gives the tone of tender melancholy which so many readers

detect in the poet, rather than any rejection of life or yearning to

be free of it.

The period of .the growth of Love is characterized by

an increasing tendency for "thines" to "come toe:ether",

and Empedocles

makes. quite clear that the thincs he mr.::ans here are the elementso20
Fire, ''rater,

earth,

and air, that is, work tof;ether more and more

congenially under Love1s tutelage, in the formation of a more and more

nearly perfect universe.

haps,

in the usual sense,

It never achieves complete perfection,

per

because that might seem to imply permanence,

or lastinr, immunity to Strife.

On the other hand,

Empedocles may have

been less enamoured of this sort of fltatic perfection than some others.
Perhaps the eay and rather complicated world to which fr. 128 (quoted
For the kind of unity

below) seems to refer was more to his likinG.

to which Love lE·ads is precisely the complex unity in which diverse
·elements cooperate to form a 11cosmos".
On the other hand, though the

primary effect of Strife is "separation", it is the elements which are
separated from one another, and in this process they 11grow together"
into separate and,

this time, really homogeneous masses,

and this is

tantamount to the destruction of everything save the elements them

selves (fr.

26.7, quoted above).

One of ·the supports of the conventional interpretation of the
rule of Love is the famous couplet, fr. 17. 7-8:

HAAoTE µ�v ��A6TDT� ouvepx6µev' et, �v �xavTa,
aAAoTE 6' a6 6iX' �xaoTa �opE6µeva Neixeo, gX8E�.
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combinatory influence of.Love is very weak,
eyes" and "neckless hGads".
In

a

to the pathetic "browless

somewh::i.t pessimistic spirit Empedocles diarnosed his

world ;:is one of decay.

Perhaps he thought. he

saw

O\'Vll

evidence of this in

the increase of war or divorce or sterility, or even in an a:1parent
A cyclical view of
increase in the incidence of monstrous births.
history is not necessarily pessimistic; accordin[' to temperament one

may emphasize the sense of entrapment or the eventual· improvement always
ahead. Empedocles' doctrine of transmirration is surely inconsistent
at one point \·Jith his cyclical physical theory, if fr.

147 is correctly

interpreted as promisinr: escape from the round of rebirth:

"sharing

with the other immortals their hearth and their table, without part
This may, however,
in human sorrows or weariness" (tr. Kirk and ;{aven).
only refer to a tempornry state. To be sure, a8ava'to L c; seems
unar.ibieuous, but other passar:es suc:r-est th�tt Empedocles 1 attitude to
mortality ··}as rather unusual. :.re read of "lonrr-lived cods" in fr.
21. 12 and 23. 8, of the 11sprin:1inr up" of rods in fr. 146. 3
.''ind

in fr. 35 he clearly takes a f :worable view of the rrowinp. power of
Love, which brines forth the eevea µop�a evryrwv as well as causing
thin�s to erow, as mortal, that "previously had learned to be immortal"
{line 14).

The aspect of the transrnir:ntion theory that appealed most

to E'mpedocles

·.·; 2s

the

kinship of all th inf' s, and this .forms the

ration::ile for his dieta�J restrictions, whatever relieious or super
stitious backe:round they may h : ive had ( frs. 130, 136-141). There is
not much about 11sin11,

aµTC°A.ax1aL

by i11hich

as

a

theolofical concept, in his thought,

and the

may involve himself in the cycle

theOaLµWV

of transrnifration are moral or social rather than ritual:

of kindred blood or. the viol <J. tion of
Strife11 (fr. 115. 3, 14).32

an

the sheddine

oath, and reliance on "raving

The hirhest human types or "lives", v1hich one may go through
before attaining the divinity and immortality of fr. 147, are those of
"and finally they come as seers and
benefactors of their fellow man:

bards and physicians and leaders among men on earth.1133
motive that led Er.lpedocles to see

as

The humanistic

the ruling forces in nature

Love and Strife, :v1hich are most familiar to us as forces in the life
of nan, is also the leadinr, spirit of his phy sic al philosophy.
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